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(H. Jasak).This paper describes a moving mesh interface tracking method implemented in OpenFOAM for simulat-
ing three-dimensional (3-D) incompressible and immiscible two-phase interfacial ﬂuid ﬂows with dom-
inant surface tension forces. Collocated ﬁnite volume (FV) method is used for spatial discretisation of
Navier–Stokes equations on moving polyhedral mesh. The mesh consists of two parts separated on inter-
face. Fluid ﬂow is solved on each mesh separately and coupling is accomplished in an iterative manner by
enforcing the kinematic and dynamic condition at the interface. Surface tension force is calculated on
arbitrary polygonal surface mesh with second order accuracy using a ‘‘force-conservative’’ approach.
Arbitrary polyhedral mesh adapts to the time-varying shape of the interface using vertex-based auto-
matic mesh motion solver which calculates the motion of internal points based on the prescribed motion
of interface points by solving the variable diffusivity Laplace equation discretised using the ﬁnite element
method. The overall solution procedure based on iterative PISO algorithm with modiﬁed Rhie–Chow
interpolation is second-order accurate in space and time, as is conﬁrmed by numerical experiments on
small amplitude sloshing in a two-dimensional (2-D) tank, 3-D droplet oscillation and buoyant rise of
a 3-D air bubble in water. Numerical results are found to be in excellent agreement with available the-
oretical and experimental results.
 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Development of computational methods for numerical model-
ling of free-surface and interfacial ﬂuid ﬂow is a very active re-
search area. The oldest and still the most popular methods use a
ﬁxed mesh to solve a single set of governing equations for the
whole ﬂuid ﬂow, with different approaches to locating the inter-
face between the phases. Among the many methods which belong
to this category, one may mention the marker-and-cell method
(MAC) [1,2], the volume of ﬂuid method (VOF) [3–5], the level
set method [6,7], the ghost ﬂuid method [8] and a group of front
tracking methods [9,10]. These methods are particularly attractive
due to straight-forward handling of large deformation and chang-
ing topology of the interface. The main difﬁculty in using these
methods is maintening a sharp interface between the phases and
computation of surface tension forces.
The moving mesh methods, also known as moving mesh inter-
face tracking methods, use a separate boundary-ﬁtted moving
mesh for each phase. They offer potentially the highest accuracy
since the interface between the phases is represented by the com-ll rights reserved.
ovic´), h.jasak@wikki.co.ukputational boundary, allowing very accurate calculation of surface
tension force and direct implementation of the kinematic and dy-
namic conditions at the interface without any smoothing of ﬂuid
phase properties. A major disadvantage of moving mesh methods
is that they are limited to moderately deformed interfaces with
constant topology. If one wishes to simulate large interface defor-
mation or changing topology of the interface surface, some kind of
global or local re-meshing would be necessary.
Although limited in their application, moving mesh interface
tracking methods have an important role in the numerical analyses
of fundamental multiphase ﬂows such as motion of isolated bub-
bles and droplets, where strong dependence between interface
shape and near surface ﬂow exists, due to strong surface tension
forces. Development of highly accurate moving mesh methods
can also be justiﬁed by the fact that ‘‘numerically exact’’ solutions
generated by such methods can be used for validation of ﬁxed
mesh methods.
One of the most famous studies performed by moving mesh
methodswhich had amajor impact on understanding of fundamen-
talmultiphaseﬂowsand subsequentdevelopment of computational
methods for free-surface/interfacial ﬂuid ﬂows is that of Ryskin and
Leal [11–13]. They studied steady buoyancy-driven motion of a
single axisymmetric gas bubble by applying the ﬁnite-difference
method on a structured orthogonal grid for numerical solution of
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stream function. Takagi et al. [14] used a ﬁnite-difference method
on structured orthogonal mesh and the SIMPLER iterative solution
procedure to simulate unsteady rise of a single axisymmetric bubble
in quiescent liquid. Recently, Yang and Prosperetti [15] developed a
movingmesh interface trackingmethod for axisymmetric unsteady
free-surface ﬂow calculation which has second-order accuracy in
both space and time. In their methods structured orthogonal stag-
gered mesh is used with ﬁnite-difference projection fractional step
method to solve the primitive variable Navier–Stokes equations.
Second order accuracy of the method is proved by performing
numerical experiment on various forms of unsteady axisymmetric
gas bubble motion.
All moving mesh interface tracking procedures mentioned
above are restricted to axisymmetric or 2-D calculations. There ex-
ists only a limited number of studies where 3-D calculations were
performed to analyse motion of bubbles or droplets using moving
mesh methods. Perhaps the most impressive example is the work
done by Schmidt and collaborators [16–18]. They developed a 3-D
moving mesh interface tracking method where a staggered tetra-
hedral mesh is used with a FV discretisation and exact fractional
step method to simulate motion, break up and coalescence of drop-
lets and ligaments. This is a good example of moving mesh meth-
ods in combination with local mesh adaptation used to simulate
multiphase ﬂows with sharp interphase boundary, large interface
deformation and changing surface topology.
This paper presents a 3-D moving mesh ﬁnite volume interface
tracking method implemented in OpenFOAM. OpenFOAM [19] is
an Open Source object-oriented C++ library for numerical simula-
tions in continuum mechanics which provides second-order accu-
rate FV discretisation with polyhedral mesh support, second-order
discretisation in time, efﬁcient linear system solvers and support
for massively parallel computing. With the ultimate goal of devel-
oping a second-order accurate 3-D moving mesh interface track-
ing method with polyhedral mesh support, several extensions of
the code described in this paper are made. A vertex-based mesh
motion solver with polyhedral cell support is developed to calcu-
late the motion of internal points based on the prescribed motion
of interface (boundary) points. A collocated FV discretisation is ex-
tended to a moving mesh by taking into account the geometric
conservation law in such a way to preserve accuracy in time
established on a ﬁxed mesh [20–22]. The interface tracking proce-
dure uses the approach proposed by Muzaferija and Peric´ [23],
where the interface is deﬁned by boundary mesh faces and con-
trol points in order to preserve its smoothness during the calcula-
tion. Enforcement of the kinematic and dynamic conditions at the
interface is performed in a semi-implicit manner within an itera-
tive solution procedure. The dynamic condition at the interface re-
quires calculation of derivatives of the velocity ﬁeld along the
interface. For this purpose, a counterpart of the ﬁnite volume
method intended for discretisation on curved surface mesh is
implemented. We refer to this discretisation procedure as the ﬁ-
nite area method (FAM) [24] and part of it will be described in
this paper.
The main concern during the implementation of the dynamic
condition was how to implement surface tension force. Common
practice in moving mesh methods is to apply the surface tension
force through the product of mean curvature and the surface ten-
sion coefﬁcient in pressure jump condition, where the mean curva-
ture is usually calculated using a surface ﬁtting procedure [25,17].
We have decided to use the novel ‘‘force-conservative’’ approach,
where zero net surface tension force on any closed surface is satis-
ﬁed exactly (see for example [26]). Special attention is paid to the
accuracy of the local surface tension force calculation in order to
reduce numerical noise responsible for parasitic currents around
the interface [25].The incompressible ﬂuid ﬂow model discretised on moving col-
located mesh is solved using the iterative PISO algorithm [27]
where the Rhie–Chow momentum interpolation method [28] is
employed to evaluate cell face velocity in order to eliminate the
checkerboard pressure ﬁeld effect. Here we came across a limita-
tion of the original Rhie and Chow interpolation connected with
the application of very small time steps (due to semi-implicit treat-
ment of surface tension forces). It is known that the original Rhie
and Chow interpolation is time step size dependent and that it
could fail to prevent the appearance of a checkerboard pressure
ﬁeld if a very small time step size is used [29–33]. Yu et al. [33]
proposed a remedy for this problem on a ﬁxed mesh and we have
extended their solution, obtaining time step size independent Rhie
and Chow interpolation on a moving mesh.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In the next
section, the governing equations for the two-ﬂuid system with a
sharp interface are described. The description of the FV discretisa-
tion for governing equations on a moving computational mesh is
followed by description of the interface tracking solution proce-
dure. The performance of the method is presented on three test
cases and the paper is concluded with a summary.
2. Mathematical model
In this study, a two-phase ﬂuid ﬂow with a sharp interface is
simulated using the FV method and a moving computational mesh.
On each phase, one deﬁnes a separate computational mesh which
moves and deforms according to interface motion. The mathemat-
ical model governing isothermal ﬂow of incompressible ﬂuid is
solved separately on each moving mesh and coupling is accom-
plished by enforcement of proper boundary conditions at the
interface.
Isothermal ﬂow of incompressible Newtonian ﬂuid inside an
arbitrary volume V bounded by a closed moving surface S is gov-
erned by the mass and linear momentum conservation laws:I
S
qn  v dS ¼ 0; ð1Þ
d
dt
Z
V
qv dV þ
I
S
n  qðv  vsÞv dS ¼
I
S
n  lrvð Þ dS

Z
V
rp dV ; ð2Þ
where n is the outward pointing unit normal on S, q is the ﬂuid den-
sity, v is the ﬂuid velocity, vs is the velocity of surface S, l is the dy-
namic viscosity of a ﬂuid and p is the dynamic pressure obtained by
subtracting hydrostatic pressure, qgr, from the absolute pressure,
where g is the gravitational acceleration and r is the position vector.
The above mathematical model, valid for arbitrary moving volume,
is obtained from the corresponding material volume model using
the Reynolds’ transport theorem. The relationship between the rate
of change of the volume V and the velocity vs is deﬁned by the geo-
metric (space) conservation law (GCL, see [34,20]):
d
dt
Z
V
dV 
I
S
n  vs dS ¼ 0: ð3Þ
If ﬂuid phases are immiscible, ﬂuid ﬂow Eqs. (1) and (2) can be
applied for each phase separately, while on the interface the proper
boundary conditions must be used. Relation between ﬂuid veloci-
ties on the two sides of the interface is determined by the kinematic
condition [35], which states that the velocity must be continuous
across the interface:
vA ¼ vB; ð4Þ
where vA and vB are the ﬂuid velocities at the two sides of the
interface.
Fig. 2. Decomposing a polyhedral cell into tetrahedra.
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tion law and states that forces acting on the ﬂuid at the interface
are in equilibrium. The tangential force balance yields a relation
between normal derivative of tangential velocity on the two sides
of the interface:
lB n  rvtð ÞB  lA n  rvtð ÞA ¼ rsr ðlB  lAÞðrsvnÞ; ð5Þ
where n is the unit normal vector on the interface which points
from ﬂuid A to ﬂuid B, vt = (I  nn)v is the tangential velocity com-
ponent, rs =r nnr is the surface gradient operator, r is the
surface tension coefﬁcient and vn = nv is the normal velocity com-
ponent at the interface. A non-zero gradient of the surface tension
coefﬁcient rsr can occur for example due to non-uniform distribu-
tion of surfactants at the interface or due to presence of a temper-
ature gradient. In this study, the surface tension coefﬁcient is
assumed constant but the numerical procedure is described for
the general case of a non-uniform surface tension coefﬁcient.
From the normal force balance, the pressure jump across the
interface is calculated:
pB  pA ¼ rj 2ðlB  lAÞrs  v; ð6Þ
where j = rsn is twice the mean curvature of the interface. The
second term on the right hand side of Eq. (6) represents the jump of
normal viscous force across the interface, expressed through surface
divergence of interface velocity [36].3. Numerical method
The mathematical model of ﬂuid ﬂow in its integral form is dis-
cretised in space using a second order accurate cell-centred
unstructured FV method. Numerical integration of the model in
time is performed using a second order accurate implicit method.
The description of the discretisation procedure is divided into
two parts: discretisation of the computational domain and equa-
tion discretisation.
3.1. Discretisation of the computational domain
The time interval is split into a ﬁnite number of time-steps Dt
and the equations are solved in a time-marching manner. Compu-
tational space is divided into a ﬁnite number of convex polyhedral
control volumes (CV) or cells bounded by convex polygons. Cells do
not overlap and ﬁll the spatial domain completely. Fig. 1 shows a
polyhedral control volume VP around the computational point P lo-
cated in its centroid, face f, with area Sf, face unit normal vector nfd
Fig. 1. Polyhedral control volume (cell).and the centroid N of a neighbouring CV sharing the face f. Geom-
etry of the CV is fully determined by the position of its vertices.
In surface tracking, the ﬁnite volume mesh needs to be adjusted
to the time varying shape of the interface. The deforming mesh ap-
proach is used in this study where the internal CV vertices are
moved based on the prescribed motion of the boundary vertices,
while the topology of the mesh stays unchanged. The vertex-based
automatic mesh motion solver [37,24] developed by the authors is
used for mesh deformation. Here, displacement u of the mesh
points (vertices) is governed by the Laplace equation:
r  ðCruÞ ¼ 0; ð7Þ
discretised on a tetrahedral ﬁnite element (FE) mesh using the
Galerkin weighted residual FE method [38]. The diffusion coefﬁcient
C in Eq. (7) is inversely proportional to the square of distance from
the moving boundary. This makes the mesh more rigid near moving
boundaries and thus helps to preserve good mesh quality. The tet-
rahedral FE mesh is obtained by decomposition of polyhedral ele-
ments using one of the decomposition procedures shown in Fig. 2.
In case of a complex polyhedral mesh the cell-and-face split is used
despite introducing more computational points, as it produces bet-
ter tetrahedron quality.
3.2. Discretisation of the mathematical model
According to the FV discretisation method, the surface integrals
of an integral conservation equation are transformed into sums of
face integrals which together with the volume integrals are
approximated to second order accuracy by using the mid-point
rule. Temporal discretisation is carried out by numerical integra-
tion of the governing equation in time from the old time instance
to to the new time instance tn = to + Dt using an implicit three-level
second order scheme [29] referred to as the backward scheme.1
The fully discretised counterpart of the momentum Eq. (2) for the
moving control volume VP reads:
qP
3vnPV
n
P  4voPVoP þ vooP VooP
2Dt
þ
X
f
ð _mnf  qf _Vnf Þ vnf
¼
X
f
lfn
n
f  ðrvÞnf Snf  ðrpÞnPVnP; ð8Þ
where the subscripts P and f represent the cell-centre and face-cen-
tre values and the superscripts n, o and oo represent values evalu-
ated at the new time instance tn and two previous time instance
to and too = to  Dt. The cell-face mass ﬂux _mnf ¼ qfnnf  vnf Snf must
satisfy the discretised mass conservation law, while the face volume
ﬂux _Vnf must satisfy the discretised GCL. These unknown ﬂuxes are1 The ﬁrst order implicit Euler temporal discretisation scheme is used at the ﬁrst
me step since only one old time level is available.ti
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(8). The calculation of conservative ﬂuxes will be described later
in this section.
The face-centre values of most quantities are calculated using
linear interpolation of the neighbouring cell-centre values:
/nf ¼ ð/nPÞf ¼ f nx /nP þ 1 f nx
 
/nN; ð9Þ
where / is a general dependent variable and fx ¼ fN=PN is the inter-
polation factor, Fig. 1. Here, it is assumed that line PN intersects cor-
responding face in its centre. Otherwise, a ‘‘skewness’’ correction to
the interpolated value could be applied [29]. In order to ensure
boundedness while preserving second order accuracy, the face-cen-
tre velocity vnf in the convection term of Eq. (8) is calculated by
applying the Gamma interpolation scheme [39] which locally
blends second order accurate linear interpolation with the uncondi-
tionally bounded upwind interpolation.
The face normal derivative of velocity, nnf  ðrvÞnf , in the diffu-
sion term of Eq. (8) is discretised as follows (see [40]):
nnf  ðrvÞnf ¼ Dnf
 vnN  vnPjdnfuj|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Orthogonal contribution
þðnnf  Dnf Þ  ðrvÞnf ;|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Non-orthogonal correction
ð10Þ
where Dnf ¼ dnf = dnf  nnf
 
, Fig. 1. The orthogonal contribution in Eq.
(10) is treated as implicit, while the non-orthogonal correction is
explicit.
The cell-centre gradient of pressure in Eq. (8) is calculated using
the Gauss integral theorem in order to preserve physical represen-
tation of the pressure force at cell faces. All other cell-centre gradi-
ents are calculated using the least-squares ﬁt [41,42]. This method
produces a second-order accurate gradient irrespective of local
mesh quality.
When Eq. (10) is substituted into Eq. (8) and Gamma convection
discretisation scheme is applied, discretised momentum equation
can be written in the form of a linear algebraic equation, which
for cell P reads2:
aP vnP þ
X
N
aN vnN ¼ rP  ðrpÞnP; ð11Þ
where the diagonal coefﬁcient aP, the neighbour coefﬁcient aN and
the source term rnP depend on the unknown velocity ﬁeld due to ex-
plicit treatment of some terms in the discretised momentum equa-
tion (i.e. cell-face mass ﬂux, face volume ﬂux, non-orthogonal
correction, etc.). For the analysis of the original Rhie–Chow interpo-
lation and its deﬁciency related to the application of small time
steps, only the contribution from the unsteady term in the diagonal
coefﬁcient and source term is important:
aP ¼ aP þ
3qP
2Dt
; ð12Þ
rP ¼ rP þ
2qPV
o
P
VnPDt
voP 
qPV
oo
P
2VnPDt
vooP ; ð13Þ
where superscript ⁄ represents contribution from the convective
and diffusive terms.
The mathematical model of the ﬂuid ﬂow is solved using a seg-
regated solution procedure, where the momentum equation is
decoupled from the pressure equation. The discretised pressure
equation is obtained by combining the discretised momentum
and continuity equations using the momentum interpolation
method [29] as follows. Discretised continuity equation for cell P
reads:X
f
qnf n
n
f  vnf Snf ¼
X
f
_mnf ¼ 0; ð14Þ2 One should note here that Eq. (8) is divided by VnP .where _mnf is the cell-face mass ﬂux. From the discretised momen-
tum Eq. (11), one can express cell-centre velocity as follows:
vnP ¼
HPðvnÞ
aP
 1
aP
ðrpÞnP ; ð15Þ
where
HPðvnÞ ¼ 
X
f
aNvnN þ rnP ¼ HPðvnÞ þ
2qPV
o
P
VnPDt
voP 
qPV
oo
P
2VnPDt
vooP : ð16Þ
According to the momentum interpolation method, the cell-face
velocity needed in Eq. (14) can be expressed by mimicking Eq.
(15) as follows:
vnf ¼
H
a
 	
f
 1
a
 	
f
ðrpÞnf ; ð17Þ
where the terms (H/a)f and (1/a)f are obtained by interpolating their
counterparts in Eq. (15) written for the two cells sharing the face f.
Usually this is done using Rhie–Chow interpolation [28], but other
interpolation schemes can be found in the literature as well [43].
When Eq. (17) is substituted into Eq. (14), one obtains the discre-
tised pressure equation for the cell P:X
f
1
a
 	
f
nnf  ðrpÞnf Snf ¼
X
f
nnf 
H
a
 	
f
Snf ; ð18Þ
where the normal pressure derivative term nnf  ðrpÞnf is discretised
using Eq. (10). After the solution of the pressure Eq. (18), one can
calculate divergence-free cell-face mass ﬂux as follows:
_mnf ¼ qf nnf 
H
a
 	
f
 1
a
 	
f
nnf  ðrpÞnf
" #
Snf : ð19Þ
According to the original Rhie–Chow interpolation, terms (H/a)f and
(1/a)f in Eqs. (18) and (19) are calculated by using the following
expressions:
H
a
 	RC
f
¼ HPðv
nÞ
aP

 
f ;
1
a
 	RC
f
¼ 1
aP
 	
f ; ð20Þ
where ðÞf denotes linear interpolation of the corresponding cell-
centre values. It is well known that the original Rhie–Chow interpo-
lation could fail to prevent a checkerboard pressure ﬁeld if a very
small time step is used [29,31–33]. Explanation for such behaviour
can be provided by analysing limiting values of expressions (20)
when time step size tends to zero:
lim
Dt!0
H
a
 	RC
f
¼ 4
3
ðvoPÞf 
1
3
ðvooP Þf ; limDt!0
1
a
 	RC
f
¼ 0; ð21Þ
where ðvoPÞf and ðvooP Þf are cell-face velocities from the two previous
time steps obtained by interpolating corresponding cell-centre
velocities. Since the two interpolated velocities do not satisfy the
discretised continuity equation, solution of pressure equation will
produce an unphysical pressure ﬁeld in the considered limiting
case. Another undesirable feature of the original Rhie–Chow inter-
polation is that the converged steady state cell-face mass ﬂux calcu-
lated using Eq. (19) depends on the time step size [30,32,33]. This
issue has manifested itself in our study through the consistency vio-
lation of the numerical method for small time steps. We have elim-
inated both of these two deﬁciencies by using the modiﬁed
interpolation proposed by Yu et al. [33] for a ﬁxed mesh. Hence,
in our modiﬁed Rhie–Chow (mRC) interpolation, terms (H/a)f and
(1/a)f in Eqs. (18) and (19) are calculated using the following
expressions:
Fig. 3. Representation of the interface with the mesh boundary faces.
enser phase is used as the phase A in order to achieve good convergence
s of the iterative coupling procedure without need for stabilisation.
expressions that follows superscript n is omitted since all quantities are
at the current (new) time instance.
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a
 	mRC
f
¼ H

PðvnÞ
 
f
ðaPÞf
þ
2qPV
o
P
VnPDt
 
f
ðaPÞf
ðvoPÞf 
qPV
oo
P
2VnPDt
 
f
ðaPÞf
ðvooP Þ;
1
a
 	mRC
f
¼ 1ðaPÞf
;
ð22Þ
where ðvoPÞf and ðvooP Þf are cell-face velocities from the two previous
time steps which satisfy discretised continuity equation on the cor-
responding previous mesh conﬁgurations:
ðvoPÞf ¼ ðvoPÞf þ nof
_mof
qf S
o
f
 nof  ðvoPÞf
" #
; ð23Þ
ðvooP Þf ¼ ðvooP Þf þ noof
_moof
qf S
oo
f
 noof  ðvooP Þf
" #
: ð24Þ
One can show that pressure Eq. (18) with modiﬁed terms (H/a)f and
(1/a)f deﬁned by expressions (22) is well deﬁned even in the limit-
ing case when time step size tends to zero and the cell-face mass
ﬂux obtained by Eq. (19) will not depend on time step size in steady
state.
Demirdzˇic´ and Peric´ [20] showed that failure to satisfy the dis-
cretised geometric conservation law (DGCL) on moving meshes
introduces errors in the form of artiﬁcial mass sources. Farhat
and Geuzaine [22,21] showed that satisfaction of the DGCL is a nec-
essary condition for any temporal discretisation scheme to pre-
serve on moving grids the non-linear stability properties of its
ﬁxed-grid counterpart but they also showed that satisfaction of
the DGCL is not a sufﬁcient condition for a temporal discretisation
scheme to preserve its order of time-accuracy on moving grids, as
established on ﬁxed grids.
In this study, cell-face volume ﬂuxes _Vf are calculated to satisfy
DGCL:
3VnP  4VoP þ VooP
2Dt

X
f
_Vnf ¼ 0; ð25Þ
where the three-level backward scheme is used for temporal dis-
cretisation. The difference between the cell volumes at consecutive
time-levels can be decomposed as follows:
VnP  VoP ¼
X
f
dVnf ; ð26Þ
where dVnf is the volume swept by the cell face f while moving from
its old to its new position. Substitution of Eq. (26) into Eq. (25)
yields:
1
2Dt
X
f
3dVnf  dVof
 
¼
X
f
_Vnf : ð27Þ
Hence, if the cell-face volume ﬂuxes are calculated using the follow-
ing expression:
_Vnf ¼
3
2
dVnf
Dt
 1
2
dVof
Dt
; ð28Þ
the DGCL (25) will be satisﬁed identically and according to Geuza-
ine et al. [21] the backward scheme will preserve second order tem-
poral accuracy on a moving mesh. The expression for calculation of
cell-face volume ﬂuxes which satisfy the GCL discretised using the
ﬁrst order implicit Euler temporal discretisation scheme are derived
in [20].
The discretisation procedure described above deals with inter-
nal CV faces. Approximation of surface integrals at boundary faces
depends on the prescribed boundary conditions. Implementation
of the boundary conditions depending on their types is described
in [40].3.3. Interface tracking procedure
Numerical modelling of a two-phase ﬂuid ﬂow with a sharp
interface is performed using a moving mesh interface tracking pro-
cedure. The computational mesh consists of two separate parts,
where each part covers only one of the considered ﬂuid phases.
The two mesh parts are in contact over the two geometrically
equal surfaces, SA and SB, at the boundary between the phases
(the interface). Each surface is deﬁned by a set of boundary faces,
see Fig. 3, where each face Af on the surface SA has a corresponding
geometrically equal face Bf on the surface SB. Matching of the two
mesh parts at the interface is assumed in order to facilitate the pre-
sentation of the interface tracking method, and is not required in
general. For non-matching meshes, a second-order inverse-dis-
tance weighted interpolation is used.
Coupling of ﬂow equations between the phases is performed by
applying adequate boundary conditions at the interface. At the side
A of the interface which belongs to the denser phase3 (qA > qB), the
dynamic pressure pA and normal velocity derivative nA(rv)A are
speciﬁed, while at the side B the velocity vB and normal derivative
of dynamic pressure nB(rp)B are speciﬁed. These boundary condi-
tions are updated at the beginning of each outer iteration using
the following procedure4:
1. Tangential component of the interface velocity at the face Af is
calculated using discretised counterpart of Eq. (5) with the
kinematic condition (4) taken into account:ðvAf Þt ¼
lA
ðdAf Þn ðvAPÞt þ
lB
ðdBf Þn ðvBPÞt
lA
ðdAf Þn þ
lB
ðdBf Þn
þ ðrsrÞAf þ ðlB  lAÞðrsvnÞAflA
ðdAf Þn þ
lB
ðdBf Þn
; ð29Þ
where (vAP)t and (vBP)t are the tangential components of
velocity in the centroid of cells AP and BP (see Fig. 3), while
(dAf)n and (dBf)n are the normal distances from centroids of
cells AP and BP to their corresponding faces Af and Bf. As
one can note from Eq. (29), normal derivatives of tangential
velocity in Eq. (5) are discretised using one sided ﬁrst order
approximation. The ﬁrst term on the right hand side of Eq.
(29) represents the ‘‘geometric harmonic mean’’ which is
used in [17] for treating shear stress.2. The normal velocity derivative speciﬁed at the face Af is calcu-
lated using updated interface velocity, as follows:nAf  rvð ÞAf ¼ lA
ðvAf Þt  ðvAPÞt
ðdAf Þn
þ lAðrs  vÞAfnf ; ð30Þ3 The d
propertie
4 In all
evaluated
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of surface derivative terms in Eqs. (29) and (30) will be de-
scribed later in this section.3. According to the kinematic condition (4), the tangential velocity
component speciﬁed on the face Bf is transferred from the face
Af:Fig. 4. Deﬁnition of the interface using control points.ðvBf Þt ¼ ðvAf Þt: ð31Þ
The normal velocity component speciﬁed on Bf is calculated
from the condition of zero net mass ﬂux, ð _mBf  qB _VBf Þ ¼ 0,
i.e.
ðvBf Þn ¼
_VBf
SBf
nBf ; ð32Þ
where _VBf is the volumetric ﬂux of the face Bf. Since the dis-
placement of mesh points at the side B of the interface is
equal to the displacement at the side A of the interface, uBi = -
uAi, the same is valid for the volume ﬂuxes of faces Af and Bf:
_VBf ¼ _VAf : ð33Þ
4. Value of the normal derivative of dynamic pressure speciﬁed at
the face Bf is calculated from the surface-normal component of
the momentum equation:nBf  ðrpÞBf ¼ nBf 
Dv
Dt
 	
Bf
: ð34Þ5. Value of the dynamic pressure speciﬁed at the face Af (see
Fig. 3) is calculated using the condition (6) as follows:pAf ¼ pBf  ðqA  qBÞ g  rAf  ðrjÞAf  2ðlA  lBÞðrs
 vÞAf ; ð35Þ
where rAf is the position vector of the face centre Af and pBf is
the dynamic pressure at the face Bf obtained by extrapolation
from the ﬂuid B, using the speciﬁed normal derivative bound-
ary condition for dynamic pressure. Calculation of the surface
tension term (rj)Af will be described later in this section.In general, at the end of an outer iteration, the net mass ﬂux
through the faces at the side A of the interface is different from
zero, i.e.
ð _mAf  qA _VAf Þ – 0; ð36Þ
where _mAf is the mass ﬂux through the face Af and _VAf is the volume
face ﬂux. In order to correct the net mass ﬂux, the interface points
must be moved to accomplish the following volume ﬂux
corrections:
_V 0Af ¼
_mAf
qA
 _VAf : ð37Þ
The interface point displacement is calculated based on the proce-
dure proposed in [23], where a control point Ac is attached above
the centroid of each face Af at the side A of the interface as is shown
in Fig. 4. The corrected position of interface points is calculated
using the following procedure:
1. Calculate the volume dV 0Af swept by the face Af on the way from
the current to the corrected position in order to cancel the net
mass ﬂux:dV 0Af ¼
2
3
_V 0AfDt; ð38Þ
where _V 0Af is the volume ﬂux correction for face Af calculated
using Eq. (37). Eq. (38) is derived from Eq. (28).2. Using the above, displacement of control points in the direction
fAc ishprimeAc ¼
dV 0Af
SAfnAf  fAc ; ð39Þ
where SAf and nAf are the area and unit normal of the face Af
in the current iteration and fAc is the control point displace-
ment direction. The new corrected position of control points
is calculated according to the following expression:
rAc ¼ rpAc þ h0AcfAc; ð40Þ
where rpAc is the position vector of the control point Ac before
the correction.3. The interface mesh point Ai is moved up to a plane laid over the
corresponding control points using the least squares method.
The new position of interface mesh points is calculated using
the following expression:rAi ¼ rpAi þ
NAi  p rpAi
 
NAi  fAi fAi; ð41Þ
where fAi is the displacement direction of the interface mesh
point, NAi is the unit normal vector on the plane:
NAi ¼ G
1 PAcw2AcrAc
jG1 PAcw2AcrAcj ; ð42Þ
and p is the position of the point at the plane,
p ¼
P
Acw
2
AcrAcP
Acw
2
Ac
: ð43Þ
Tensor G is deﬁned by the following expression:
G ¼
X
Ac
w2AcrAcrAc: ð44Þ
In Eqs. (42)–(44), summation is performed over all control
points common to the interface point Ai and weighting factor
wAc is deﬁned as the inverse distance from the control point
Ac to the vertex Ai.Unit vectors fAc and fAi which determine the displacement direc-
tion for the control points and the interface mesh points must be
speciﬁed in advance for each time instance. Two variants are used
in this study, depending on the considered interface tracking prob-
lem. The displacement direction can either be parallel with the
gravity vector or with the surface normal vector from the previous
time instance.
Fig. 5. Control area SAf at the interface.
Fig. 6. Edge-based local orthogonal coordinate system whose axis are aligned with
orthogonal unit vectors n, t and t0 , where vector t is tangential to the geodetic line
PeN.
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Surface divergence and surface gradient terms in Eqs. (35) and
(30) are calculated using the surface Gauss’ integral theorem,
which, for a general tensorial quantity U deﬁned on the surface
S bounded by the closed line @S, reads as follows [44,45]:Z
S
rs U dS ¼
Z
@S
mU dL
Z
S
j nU dS; ð45Þ
where n is the unit normal vector on the surface S,m is the unit bi-
normal vector perpendicular to the line @S and tangential to the sur-
face S and the operator  represents a scalar, vector or tensor prod-
uct operator.
In Eqs. (35) and (30) we seek the surface divergence of velocity
(rsv)Af and the surface gradient of velocity (rsv)Af at the centroid
of face Af. These quantities are calculated by discretising Eq. (45)
on the control area SAf (see Fig. 5) using basic principles of the ﬁnite
volume (area) discretisation procedure. Surface divergence and
surface gradient of velocity at the centroid of control area SAf are
calculated using the following expressions:
ðrs  vÞAf ¼
1
SAf
X
e
me  veLe  jAfnAf  vAf ; ð46Þ
ðrsvÞAf ¼
1
SAf
X
e
meveLe  jAfnAfvAf ; ð47Þ
where surface integrals over the control area SAf and line integrals
over the control area edge e of length Le are approximated using
the mid-point rule. Subscript e implies the value of the variable in
the middle of the edge e and summation is performed over all edges
closing the face Af. The edge-centre unit bi-normal vector is calcu-
lated as follows:
me ¼ e^ ni þ njjni þ njj ; ð48Þ
where e^ is the unit vector parallel with the edge e, while ni and nj
are the interface unit normal vectors at end points i and j of the edge
e (see Fig. 5). Calculation of point normals ni and face curvatures jAf
is described in the next subsection.
The edge-centre velocity ve is calculated using the following lin-
ear interpolation formula:
ve ¼ ðTeÞT  exTP  vP þ ð1 exÞTN  vN½ ; ð49Þ
where ex is the interpolation factor calculated as the ratio of geo-
detic distances eN and PeN (see Fig. 6):
ex ¼ eN
PeN
; ð50Þ
and TP, TN and Te are the tensors of transformation from the global
Cartesian coordinate system to the edge-based local orthogonal
coordinate system, as deﬁned in Fig. 6.3.5. Calculation of surface tension
Regardless of the approach used to track the interface between
the phases in a multiphase ﬂuid ﬂow, implementation of surface
tension is always demanding. Unphysical ‘‘parasitic currents’’ will
arise around the interface as a consequence of inaccuracy in the
calculation of surface tension forces. Parasitic currents may be
strong enough to destroy the interface and break the calculation.
From ﬁrst principles, it follows that the total surface tension
force on a closed surface must be identically equal to zero. This
condition has served as starting point for a derivation of a novel
procedure for calculation of surface tension forces.
Let us assume a phase interface is discretised with an unstruc-
tured surface mesh consisting of arbitrary polygonal control areas.
Surface tension force acting on the control area SAf (see Fig. 5) can
be expressed by:
FrAf ¼
I
@SAf
mr dL ¼
X
e
Z
Le
mr dL ¼
X
e
ðrmÞeLe; ð51Þ
where Le is the length of the edge e and (rm)e is the surface tension
force per unit length of the edge.
If the total surface tension force for each control area in the sur-
face mesh is calculated using Eq. (51), then the total surface ten-
sion force for a closed surface will be exactly zero if vectors
(rm)e for two control areas sharing the edge e are parallel and have
same magnitude and opposite direction.
It remains to decompose the surface tension force FrAf into the
tangential component (rsr)Af used in Eq. (30), and the normal
component (jr)AfnAf used in Eq. (35). Using the surface Gauss’
integral theorem (45), surface tension force acting on the control
area SAf can be expressed by the following equation:
FrAf ¼
Z
SAf
rsr dSþ
Z
SAf
jrn dS: ð52Þ
When the right hand side of Eq. (52) is discretised using the mid-
point rule and the result of discretisation is equalised with the right
hand side of Eq. (51), the following expression is obtained:
ðrsrÞAf þ ðjrÞAf nAf ¼
1
SAf
X
e
ðrmÞeLe: ð53Þ
Hence, the tangential component of the surface tension force acting
on the control area SAf is equal to the tangential component of the
right hand side of Eq. (53):
ðrsrÞAf ¼
1
SAf
ðI nAfnAf Þ 
X
e
ðrmÞeLe; ð54Þ
and its normal component is equal to the respective normal
component:
ðjrÞAfnAf ¼
1
SAf
ðnAfnAf Þ 
X
e
ðrmÞeLe: ð55Þ
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give zero tangential component of the surface tension force only if
the normal unit vector of the control area SAf satisﬁes the following
equation:
nAf ¼
P
emeLe
jPemeLej : ð56Þ
In the current implementation, the normal of a polygonal face is
calculated by averaging normals of triangles obtained by decom-
position of the face. Accordingly, in order to satisfy the zero total
surface tension force condition for the closed surface, the tangen-
tial component of surface tension force deﬁned by Eq. (54) is
taken into account even in the case of constant surface tension
coefﬁcient.
With Eqs. (54) and (55) we shall formulate a procedure for cal-
culation of surface tension force which ensures that the total sur-
face tension force on the closed surface will be exactly zero.
Unfortunately, fulﬁlment of this condition is not in itself sufﬁcient
for successful application of surface tension forces in the calcula-
tion. Speciﬁcally, unphysical ﬂuid ﬂow near the interface arises
due to local (rather than global) inaccuracy in the calculation of
surface tension forces.
One can see from Eq. (51) that the accuracy of the surface ten-
sion force calculation depends on the term (rm)e which represents
the surface tension force per unit length of the control area edge e.
We calculated this term using the expression which follows from
the approximation of the corresponding line integral over the edge
e using the trapezoidal rule:
ðrmÞe ¼
rie^ ni þ rje^ nj
2
; ð57Þ
where ri and rj are surface tension coefﬁcients at points i and j. Use
of the trapezoidal rule instead of the mid-point rule for approxima-
tion of the line integrals in Eq. (51) resulted in a signiﬁcantly re-
duced amplitude of surface tension force oscillation along the
interface.
From Eq. (57) one can see that the accuracy of the surface ten-
sion force calculation depends on the accuracy of calculation of
unit normal vectors at the control area vertices. Vertex normals
are calculated using least squares biquadratic surface ﬁtting in
the local coordinate system. Origin of the local coordinate system
coincides with the vertex i for which the normal vector is calcu-
lated and its z-axis is parallel with the approximation of the normal
vector at the vertex i calculated as the average normal of all faces
belonging to the considered vertex i. The biquadric surface
zðx; yÞ ¼ ax2 þ by2 þ cxyþ dxþ ey; ð58Þ
passing through the vertex i in the local coordinate system is ﬁtted
through the set of vertices belonging to all faces sharing the consid-
ered vertex i.
Finally, mean curvature jAf in Eqs. (46) and (47) is calculated
from Eq. (55) by assuming constant surface tension coefﬁcient
(r = const.).
3.6. Solution procedure
The solution procedure is based on the well known PISO proce-
dure [27] and consists of the following steps:
1. For the new time instance t = tn, initialise the values of velocity,
pressure and mass ﬂuxes with the corresponding values from
the previous time instance. The initial net mass ﬂuxes through
the faces at the interface are calculated with the corresponding
face volume ﬂuxes obtained using positions of the interface
mesh points from the previous time step.2. Deﬁne displacement directions for the interfacial mesh points
and the control points.
3. Start of the outer iteration loop:
(a) In order to compensate the net mass ﬂux through the inter-
face, calculate displacement of the interface mesh points
using procedure deﬁned in Section 3.3.
(b) Displacement of the interface mesh points is used as a
boundary condition for the solution of the mesh motion
problem. After mesh movement, the new face volume ﬂuxes
are calculated using Eq. (28).
(c) Update pressure and velocity boundary conditions at the
interface.
(d) Assemble and solve the discretised momentum Eq. (8) on
the mesh with the current shape of the interface. The pres-
sure ﬁeld and face mass ﬂuxes are used from the previous
(outer) iteration.
(e) Start of the PISO iteration loop:
(i) Assemble and solve the discretised pressure Eq. (18)
using velocity ﬁeld obtained in the previous step.
(ii) Calculate new absolute mass ﬂuxes through the cell
faces using Eq. (19) with the new pressure ﬁeld.
(iii) Calculate new cell-centre velocity using Eq. (15) with
new pressure ﬁeld.
(iv) If speciﬁed number of PISO iterations (usually 2) is
not reached return to step (i).
(f) Calculate the net mass ﬂuxes through the faces at the
interface.
(g) Convergence is checked and if the residual levels and the
net mass ﬂux through the interface do not satisfy the pre-
scribed accuracy, the procedure returns to step (a).
4. If the ﬁnal time instance is not reached, return to step 1.
The efﬁciency of the above described solution procedure can be
substantially increased if only interfacial mesh points are moved in
step (b) instead of moving all mesh points. In that case, the entire
mesh is deformed before the start of the outer iteration loop,
according to the total interface displacement obtained in the previ-
ous time step. Thus, the mesh motion procedure is performed only
once per time step. This approach is possible in cases where the
magnitude of interface displacement in one time step is smaller
then the thickness of the cells near the interface.
The time step size is limited by the Courant number criteria due
to the PISO algorithm and temporal accuracy. However, in cases
with a high surface tension force, a more stringent limitation
emerges, due to explicit treatment of the surface tension force.
The time step size must be sufﬁciently smaller than the period of
the shortest capillary waves [46,25]:
Dt <
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q minðLPeNÞ
2pr
r
; ð59Þ
where LPeN is the geodetic distance PeN (see Fig. 6).
It should be noted that the solution procedure described above
can be modiﬁed in a straight-forward manner for a moving bound-
ary problem where the motion of the boundary is prescribed in
advance.
3.7. Mass conservation and Dirichlet ﬂuid phase boundary condition
The mass conservation condition of the considered incompress-
ible ﬂuid phases depends on the satisfaction of the zero net mass
ﬂux condition at the interface. Experience shows that if adequate
mesh resolution is used along the interface, the net mass ﬂux
through the interface can be reduced to a satisfactory level by per-
forming sufﬁcient number of outer iterations.
Fig. 7. Polygonal unstructured surface mesh for sphere and oblate spheroid used for
evaluation of accuracy of curvature calculation.
Fig. 8. Absolute error of calculated curvature for surfaces of sphere and oblate
spheroid.
Fig. 9. Deﬁnition of spatial domain for small amplitude sloshing in 2-D rectangular
tank.
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boundaries with prescribed velocity (Dirichlet boundary), gradual
reduction of the interface net mass ﬂux during iterations can cause
problems with the solution of the pressure equation. Speciﬁcally,
on the side B of the interface belonging to phase B, the mass ﬂux
is speciﬁed to ensure the zero net mass ﬂux through the side B of
the interface, i.e.
_mnBf ¼ qBf _VnBf : ð60Þ
Here, _VBf is the volume ﬂux of the face Bf at the side B of the inter-
face. Term nnf  ðH=aÞf in pressure Eq. (18) is calculated for the faces
at the side B of the interface using
nnBf 
H
a
 	
Bf
¼
_mnBf
qnBf S
n
Bf
þ 1
a
 	
Bf
nnBf  ðrpÞnBf ; ð61Þ
where the normal derivative of the dynamic pressure nnBf  ðrpÞnBf is
speciﬁed using Eq. (34). If the phase B is incompressible, in order to
solve the pressure equation, the pressure level must be ﬁxed in one
cell and the total mass ﬂux through the side B of the interfaceP
Bf
_mBf must be identically equal to zero. While this total mass ﬂux
converges to zero during outer interactions, it will never be exactly
zero. Therefore, the corrected mass ﬂux through the side B of the
interface is used in the pressure Eq. (18) as follows:
_mcBf ¼ _mpBf wBf
X
Bf
_mpBf ; ð62Þ
where _mpBf is the mass ﬂux through the face Bf obtained in the pre-
vious outer iteration and wBf is the weighting factor deﬁned to en-
sure that the mass ﬂux correction distribution is proportional to the
mass ﬂuxes distribution at side B,
wBf ¼
j _mpBf jP
Bf j _mpBf j
: ð63Þ
As the outer iterations advance, mass ﬂux correction converges to
zero.
4. Numerical results
Performance of the presented numerical methodology is tested
on several test cases where numerical results are compared with
available theoretical and experimental results. Validation of sur-
face tension force calculation is carried out in the ﬁrst test case
while other cases validate the method on free-surface/interface
ﬂows.
4.1. Curvature of a sphere and oblate spheroid surfaces
Accuracy of surface tension force calculation in case of constant
surface tension coefﬁcient can be tested by evaluating accuracy ofcurvature calculated using Eq. (55). Curvature is calculated for a
sphere of unit radius and an oblate spheroid with following
semi-axis lengths: a = 1.5874 m, b = a, c = 0.7937 m. Surfaces of
sphere and spheroid are discretised by a polygonal surface mesh
shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 8 shows the absolute error of calculated curvature at face
centres for different mesh resolutions. Both average and maximum
error are reduced with second order rate. The difference between
the maximum and average error represents the amplitude of the
numerical noise of the calculated curvature which is the main
cause of parasitic currents around the interface. According to the
results shown in Fig. 8, the difference between the maximum
and average error is also consistently reduced, which is favourable
for stability of the interface tracking procedure. In [25], curvature
is calculated directly from a biquadratic surface ﬁt and it is noted
that the calculated curvature slightly overpredicts the curvature
of the sphere. This behaviour is not present in our approach.
4.2. Small amplitude sloshing in 2-D tank
Small amplitude sloshing in a 2-D rectangular tank is a common
test case for unsteady ﬂuid ﬂow with a sharp interface/free-surface
as an analytical solution obtained by linear theory is available.
Spatial computational domain and initial shape of the interface
Fig. 11. Free-surface position at the left wall as a function of time for inviscid 2-D
sloshing case.
Fig. 10. Initial polygonal mesh over the bottom ﬂuid phase domain for small
amplitude sloshing in 2-D rectangular tank.
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are: L = 1 m, HA = 1 m, HB = 1 m, a0 = 0.01 m. Spatial discretisation
(mesh) for the bottom ﬂuid phase domain is shown in Fig. 10.
The mesh is a uniform 2-D unstructured mesh consisting of arbi-
trary polygonal cells5 with 40 uniform segments along boundary
edges. The whole outer boundary of the tank is treated as a slip wall.
In the ﬁrst step, sloshing of one inviscid ﬂuid phase due to com-
bined action of gravity and surface tension force is analysed. In this
case, the wave amplitude must remain constant in time and the
natural frequency is deﬁned by the following expression [47]:
f0 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qA  qB
qA þ qB
jgjkþ r
qA þ qB
k3

 
tanhðkHAÞ
4p2
s
: ð64Þ
where k = p/L is the wave number and g is the gravity vector. Sim-
ulation is carried out for the following ﬂuid properties: qA = 1 kg/
m3, lA = 0 Pa s, r = 0.1 N/m and gravitational acceleration vector is
g = (0,1,0) m/s2.
Fig. 11 shows the calculated position of the free-surface at the
left side wall as a function of time for implicit Euler and backward
temporal discretisation schemes. The time step size is constrained
by Eq. (59) and it is the same in both cases. One can see that for the
ﬁrst order implicit Euler scheme wave amplitude decays signiﬁ-
cantly with time, while in the case of the second order accurate
backward scheme wave amplitude remains constant with time.
With the backward scheme, the inﬂuence of higher modes of oscil-
lation is noticed, and amplitude and frequency of the extracted ﬁrst
mode are 0.009924 m and 0.39654 Hz, respectively, with the corre-
sponding errors in respect to the analytical results being 0.7% and
0.09 %.
In the next step, sloshing of two viscous ﬂuid phases due to the
combined action of gravity and surface tension force is analysed.
Simulation is performed for the following ﬂuid properties:
qA = 1 kg/m3, qB = 0.01 kg/m3, lA = 0.01 Pa s, lB = 0.0001 Pa s, r =
0.1 N/m. The gravitational acceleration vector is g = (0,1,0) m/s2.
For this case, where kinematic viscosities of the two ﬂuid phases
are equal (mA = mB), Prosperetti [47]hasderived theanalytical expres-
sion which determines the time evolution of wave amplitude.Fig. 12. Dynamic pressure ﬁeld and velocity vectors around the interface for the
viscous 2-D sloshing case.
5 In reality, the mesh is 3-D and consists of one layer of prismatic cells with
arbitrary polygonal base.Structure and resolution of the meshes for the top and bottom
phases are equivalent to those shown in Fig. 10 and temporal dis-
cretisation is performed by using the backward scheme with the
time step size constrained by Eq. (59). Fig. 12 shows the pressure
ﬁeld and velocity vectors near the interface at the time instance
t = 1 s. Position of the interface at the left wall of the tank as a func-
tion of time is shown in the Fig. 13. One can see that the numerical
solution is in excellent agreement with the corresponding analyti-
cal solution provided by Prosperetti [47].
In order to evaluate temporal accuracy of the method, the calcu-
lation is carried out for three different time step sizes: 0.004 s,
0.002 s and 0.001 s, with the error of the interface position at the
left wall being calculated at the time instance t = 1 s with respect
to the reference solution obtained with the time step size
0.0001 s. Results of the temporal accuracy analysis are shown in
Fig. 14 for Euler and backward temporal discretisation schemes
with the original Rhie–Chow (RC) interpolation and modiﬁed
Rhie–Chow (mRC) interpolation. The Euler scheme gives the ﬁrst
order convergence rate of the error with both original and modiﬁed
Rhie–Chow interpolation. Backward scheme gives the expected
second order convergence rate of the error with modiﬁed Rhie–
Chow interpolation while the original Rhie–Chow interpolation re-
sults in inconsistent behaviour.
4.3. Free oscillation of a water droplet
In this test case we shall consider free oscillation of an isolated
water droplet with initial shape of a prolate ellipsoid. The droplet
Fig. 13. Interface position at the left wall as a function of time for small amplitude
sloshing of two viscous ﬂuid phases in a 2-D rectangular tank due to gravity and
surface tension force.
Fig. 14. Error of the interface position at the left wall at the time instance t = 1 s as a
function of time step size for small amplitude sloshing of two viscous ﬂuid phases in
a 2-D rectangular tank due to gravity and surface tension force.
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Fig. 15. Initial unstructured polyhedral mesh for droplet oscillation case (only a
mesh partition used on a single processor is shown).
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Fig. 16. Droplet shape and velocity vectors in x–y cross-section of the droplet at the
time instance t = 0.002 s.
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restoring force. Length of the major semi-axis of the ellipsoid is
a0 = 0.00105 m and the radius of a sphere with equivalent volume
is r0 = 0.001 m. Properties of the ﬂuid used in the simulation are:
lA = 0.001 Pa s, qA = 998 kg/m3, r = 0.073 N/m. The numerical solu-
tion is compared with the Lamb’s analytic solution. According to
Lamb [48] the oscillation period is
T ¼ 2pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nðnþ1Þðn1Þðnþ2Þ
ðnþ1Þq1
r
r30
q ; ð65Þ
and the decay factor is
s ¼ q1r
2
0
ðn 1Þð2nþ 1Þl1
; ð66Þ
where n is the oscillation mode number with n = 2 for the lowest
mode.
Calculation is performed on 8 parallel processors using the do-
main decomposition method and the MPI message passing inter-
face standard [49]. The complete mesh consists of 62,213
polyhedral cells where the average size of polygonal faces at the
droplet surface is 5  105 m, and the thickness of the ﬁrst layer
of cells near the free-surface amounts to 1  105 m. Fig. 15 shows
a mesh partition used on a single processor. Presented numerical
results are obtained using the backward temporal discretisation
scheme.Fig. 16 shows the droplet shape and velocity vectors in the x–y
plane cross-section at the time instance t = 0.002 s. Calculated
lengths of the major and minor semi-axes of the droplet as a func-
tion of time are shown in Fig. 17. One can see that predicted decay
of axes amplitude is in good agreement with the analytic solution.
The calculated oscillation period is 0.00823 s, with the error of
0.195% compared to the theoretical oscillation period deﬁned by
Eq. (65). Temporal accuracy of the method is tested using the pro-
cedure described in the previous test case. The error of the major
semi-axis length is evaluated at time t = 0.002 s. Results of the tem-
poral accuracy validation are shown in Fig. 18, proving the second
order temporal accuracy of the method. Finally, Fig. 19 shows the
relative error of the droplet volume (V) and the relative error of
the droplet centre position (C) as a function of time. It is clear that
the numerical method causes minimal volume (mass) conservation
error. Negligible displacement of the droplet centre from the initial
position during simulation proves that the calculated surface ten-
sion force satisﬁes the zero total surface tension force condition
for closed surfaces.
Fig. 18. Error of the calculated droplet axis length as a function of time step size.
Fig. 19. Relative errors of droplet volume and droplet centre position as a function
of time. Droplet volume error is relative in respect to initial volume and droplet
position error is relative in respect to initial droplet equivalent radius.
Fig. 20. Bubble vertical rise velocity as a function of time for different bubble
equivalent radii.
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Fig. 21. Relative velocity vectors and ﬁnal shape of the bubble in the central x–z
plane cross-section at the time instance t = 0.3 s for the bubble of equivalent radius
rb = 1 mm.
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Fig. 17. Calculated droplet major and minor axis length as a function of time.
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In the ﬁnal case, we shall illustrate the accuracy of our method
by simulating buoyant rise of a single air bubble in an unbounded
space ﬁlled with pure quiescent water. We consider bubbles in the
range of equivalent radius rb = (0.7–1.1) mm corresponding to theﬂow regime where surface tension forces have dominant inﬂuence
as described by Tomiyama [50]. Smaller bubbles (rb < 0.91) have a
stable rectilinear path while larger bubbles have unstable zig-zag
and/or helicoidal path [51,52]. The bubble shape in the considered
range is stable and very closely resembles an oblate ellipsoid with
the minor axis nearly in the direction of the tangent to the bubble
path [53]. The wake behind the bubble with unstable path consists
of two threads carrying vorticities of opposite sign [52].
Computational domain consists of the bubble volume and the
volume of surrounding liquid bounded by the surface of a sphere
of radius 20rb. In order to keep the bubble position in the centre
of the spatial computational domain during the simulation, the cal-
culation is performed in a moving non-inertial coordinate system.
To switch from a ﬁxed to the moving coordinate system, the accel-
eration of the moving coordinate system is added to the left hand
side of the momentum Eq. (2) and the velocity at the inlet part of
the outer boundary of the spatial domain is set to the negative va-
lue of the moving coordinate system velocity. Velocity and acceler-
ation of the moving coordinate system are calculated using the
procedure proposed by Rusche [54] in such a way to keep the bub-
ble centre at the origin of the moving coordinate system.
Calculation is performed on 8 parallel processors as in the drop-
let oscillation case. For the 1 mm bubble, the air part of the mesh is
the same as in the droplet case (see Fig. 15) with the exception of
the spherical initial shape. The water part of the mesh consists of
287,900 arbitrary polyhedral cells (prisms with arbitrary polygonal
base). The polygonal surface mesh at the water side of the interface
Fig. 22. Terminal vertical rise velocity and aspect ratio of the bubble as a function of
the bubble equivalent radius. Numerical results are compared with experimental
results obtained by Duineveld [51].
Fig. 24. Projection of bubble path onto a horizontal plane for 1 mm bubble obtained
using increased mesh resolution.
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Fig. 25. Stream lines behind the bubble of equivalent radius rb = 1 mm, showing
formation of double tread vortices.
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cells near the interface is the same at both sides of the interface.
The mesh for other bubbles is created by scaling the 1 mm bubble
mesh. Mesh independence of the results obtained with the above
described mesh for 1 mm bubble is veriﬁed by running the simula-
tion on a mesh with increased resolution (approximately eight
times more cells). The bubble rise velocity and the aspect ratio
changed no more than 0.5%.
The simulation is performed with physical properties of water
and air taken at 20 C and 1 bar: lA = 0.001 Pa s and qA = 998 kg/
m3 for water and lB = 1.8  105 Pa s and qB = 1.25 kg/m3 for air.
Surface tension coefﬁcient is r = 0.073 N/m and gravitational
acceleration vector is g = (0,0,9.81) m/s2. The bubble, released
as a sphere with zero velocity, starts to accelerate and after some
time takes its ﬁnal shape and reaches its terminal rise velocity.
Fig. 20 shows the calculated vertical rise velocity as a function of
time for various bubbles where one can see that the terminal rise
velocity is reached approximately after 0.15 s which is in agree-
ment with the experimental observations reported in [55]. For
the ﬁnal shape of the 1 mm bubble, Fig. 21 shows the relative
velocity vectors in the x–z plane cross-section inside and outside
the bubble.
Numerical results obtained using our method are compared
with experimental results obtained by Duineveld [51], who mea-
sured the velocity and the shape (aspect ratio) of the rising bub-
bles, with an equivalent radius of rb = (0.33–1.00) mm, in ‘‘hyperFig. 23. Interface coloured by relative velocity maclean’’ water at 20 C using a very gentle bubble injection method.
Fig. 22 shows the comparison between numerical and experimen-
tal results for the bubble rise velocity and aspect ratio with excel-
lent agreement.gnitude for different bubble equivalent radii.
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The interfaces are represented by the 3-D surface polygonal mesh
coloured by the relative velocity magnitude. The shape of the
smallest bubble is close to an prolate ellipsoid. As the bubble size
increases, the fore-aft symmetry of the bubbles is lost which is in
agreement with the observations by Duineveld [51].
Numerical results show that the bubbles in the considered
range of equivalent radius rise along the stable rectilinear paths
with the stable terminal rise velocity (see Fig. 20). Very slow devel-
opment of path instability is noticed for the 1.1 mm bubble. Mesh
independence analysis showed that postponed path instability is a
consequence of insufﬁcient mesh resolution around the bubble.
Although the terminal rise velocity and the aspect ratio of the
1 mm bubble did not change more than 0.5% by increasing mesh
resolution, it is noticed that the increased mesh resolution was
necessary in order to develop path instability. Fig. 24 shows the
projection of the 1 mm bubble path onto a horizontal plane during
the transition from rectilinear to zig-zag obtained with the in-
creased mesh resolution. The double tread wake developed behind
the bubble can be seen in Fig. 25.
5. Conclusions
A moving mesh interface tracking method implemented in
OpenFOAM is described and evaluated. The method is primarily in-
tended for simulating elementary 3-D two-phase interfacial ﬂuid
ﬂows such as motion of isolated droplets and bubbles where strong
surface tension forces exist.
The interface represented by a mesh boundary is tracked in a
semi-implicit manner inside the iterative PISO procedure for the
numerical solution of incompressible ﬂuid ﬂow on a moving mesh.
Second order accuracy in space is accomplished by the collocated
FV method with arbitrary polyhedral mesh support. The polyhedral
mesh is adjusted to the time varying shape of the interface using a
specially designed vertex-based FE mesh motion solver with poly-
hedral mesh support. In order to accomplish second order accuracy
in timewith backward temporal discretisation scheme, GCL is prop-
erly taken into account and original Rhie–Chow interpolation is
modiﬁed to prevent time step size dependency. Surface tension
forces are calculated on arbitrary polygonal surface meshes with
second order accuracy using a novel ‘‘force-conservative’’ approach.
Evaluationof themethodon the three presented test cases shows
very good agreement with available theoretical and experimental
results. Second order accuracy of the method in time is proved on
the 2-D sloshing case and the 3-D droplet oscillation case. Simula-
tion of buoyant rise of an air bubble in quiescent water showed that
the method can capture all relevant features of the ﬂow, from the
shape and the terminal rise velocity of the bubble to the path oscil-
lation and the double thread wake behind the bubble.
Arbitrary polyhedral unstructured mesh support of the method
opens up the possibility for implementation of topological mesh
changes necessary to simulate more complicated interfacial ﬂows,
such as merging and breaking of bubbles or droplets. Work in that
direction is in progress and will be reported in future publications.
Presence of surface-active agents (surfactants) at the interface is
a very common situation. Surfactants typically reduce the surface
tension coefﬁcient and their non-uniform distribution due to con-
vective and diffusive transport along the interface causes the gra-
dient of surface tension, known as the Marangoni stress, which
acts on the ﬂuid near the interface with a tendency to restore uni-
form surfactant concentration. Implementation of the FAM partly
described in this paper allows us to discretise the surface transport
equations on an arbitrary polygonal surface mesh. This methodol-
ogy allows analysis of the inﬂuence of the surfactants on the inter-
facial ﬂuid ﬂows, and will be the subject of a follow-up paper.References
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